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Abstract 

Objectives: It is well-known that in cross-sectional analyses, agreement between informants 

is modest as best when rating ADHD and other disruptive behaviour disorder symptoms. We 

here aimed to develop recommendations for the use of multi-informant data in the context of 

longitudinal developmental analyses that examine symptom trajectories over time.  

Method: Using parallel process modelling, we estimated parent-teacher agreement in 

inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity symptom initial levels and slopes across the 

elementary school years (ages 7, 9 and 11) for a community sample of n=1388 youth.  We 

also used these models to examine whether initial levels and slopes differed significantly 

across informants. 

Results: Informant agreement was low to moderate and higher for inattention slopes (r=.47) 

than for hyperactivity/impulsivity slopes (r=.23). Parents and teachers reported opposite 

developmental trends for inattention with teachers reporting declines and parents reporting 

increases over time.  Parents reported overall higher levels of hyperactivity/impulsivity but 

there were no average informant differences in slopes.  

Conclusion: Of the options available, we recommend specifying separate but correlated 

factors for different informants in developmental analyses of ADHD. This can be achieved 

within latent growth curve and growth mixture models.  

 

Keywords: Cross-informant agreement, ADHD, latent growth curve modelling
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Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is characterised by impairing levels of 

inattention and/or hyperactivity/impulsivity (APA, 2013). Around 5% of the global 

population meet diagnostic criteria for ADHD; however, it is generally accepted that ADHD 

symptoms exist on a continuum, affecting individuals to a greater or lesser extent both above 

and below clinical cut-offs (e.g. Groen-Blokhuis et al., 2014; Polanczyk et al., 2007). Though 

traditionally conceived of as a childhood disorder, it is now apparent that there is 

considerable heterogeneity in the course of ADHD symptoms over development (e.g. 

Pingault et al., 2011). This insight has been met with a surge in interest in characterising and 

explaining differences in ADHD symptom developmental trajectories across individuals (e.g. 

Malone et al., 2010; Moffitt et al., 2015; Murray, Obsuth, Eisner & Ribeaud, 2017a; Van Lier 

et al., 2007). It is, however, also well known that at a given time point, different informants 

(e.g. parents vs teachers) provide symptom ratings that are at best moderate in their level of 

agreement. The extent to which informants also show disagreement on symptom 

developmental trajectories is, however, yet to be determined. In this study, we thus evaluate 

parent-teacher agreement in developmental trajectories over ages 7 to 11 in a large 

longitudinal study of child development. On this basis, we provide recommendations for 

incorporating multi-informant data into studies of ADHD developmental trajectories.  

 Developmental analyses concerned with ADHD symptom trajectories and their 

variation across individuals have been growing in frequency in recent years. In particular, 

latent growth curve models and growth mixture models have become popular methods of 

analysing longitudinal ADHD symptom data (e.g. Malone et al., 2010; Döpfner et al., 2015; 

Jester et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2017a; Van Lier et al., 2007).  Using repeated measures of 

ADHD symptoms over many years, these analyses aim to characterise patterns of ADHD 

symptom change over time, to establish whether symptom trajectories can be summarised in 

terms of a small number of ‘developmental subtypes’, and to identify predictors and 
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outcomes of following particular trajectories. Growth mixture analyses have, for example, 

provided evidence for a ‘late onset’ developmental subtype of ADHD characterised by 

initially low symptom levels in childhood but increases over time (Murray et al., 2017a; 

Pingault et al., 2011). Amongst other evidence, this has helped to draw attention to the fact 

that contrary to traditional clinical notions, ADHD is not necessarily an early-onset disorder. 

Latent growth and growth mixture models have also been used in the context of testing 

treatment effects (e.g. Swanson et al., 2007; Sonuga-Barke, 2008). Despite their widespread 

and increasing use, however, there has been little attention paid to the extent to which and in 

what way developmental analyses are affected by a lack of agreement between informants on 

ADHD symptoms.  

It is known from cross-sectional analyses that cross-informant discrepancies in 

psychopathology, including ADHD symptoms, abound (e.g. Achenbach, 2005; Kennerley et 

al., 2016). Discrepancies are also seen in the substantive conclusions of research studies with, 

for example, significant associations or treatment effects observed according to one informant 

but not another (e.g. see De Los Reyes, 2013 for an overview).  They are also important in 

clinical contexts where diagnostic criteria require that ADHD symptoms must be evident 

across multiple contexts for a diagnosis to be made (APA, 2013). However, there are no 

standardised rules for combining data from informants who observe the child in different 

contexts (e.g. home, school). The prevalence of cross-informant disagreements thus adds an 

additional layer of complexity to the already challenging process of diagnosis (e.g. Kennerley 

et al., 2016).  

 In the early school years, informant discrepancies most often concern ratings by 

parents versus teachers. Cross-informant correlations between parents and teachers have 

ranged from as low as .09 up to around .52 (e.g.  see Hartman et al., 2007; Narad et al., 2015 

for overviews), representing moderate agreement at best. Various explanations for the lack of 
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parent-teacher agreement in ADHD symptoms have been proposed including measurement 

error, systematic biases in the ratings of informants, and differences in behaviour expressed 

across contexts/in interaction with different informants. Current evidence suggests that all 

three contribute to low correlations between informants, but perhaps especially the latter (e.g. 

Hartman et al., 2007; see De Los Reyes, 2013 for a general review).  

There have also been some indications that agreement between parents and teachers 

on ADHD symptoms differs by developmental stage. Using ratings for a self-selected sample 

(n=6659) of youth aged 4-17, Narad et al. (2015) found that agreement between teachers and 

parents depended on whether the target child was in the preschool, elementary school, or high 

school age range. Agreement on inattention was stronger for high school youth (r=.32) as 

compared to the elementary school group (r=.18), while agreement on 

hyperactivity/impulsivity was stronger for the preschool group (r=.44) as compared to both 

the elementary school group (r=. 33) and high school group (r=. 32). However, the study was 

cross-sectional and the representativeness of the sample unknown, making it impossible to 

infer generalisable age-related changes in informant discrepancies. Other studies have shown 

no evidence of age-related differences in informant discrepancies in ADHD symptoms (e.g. 

Sayal & Goodman, 2009). There are thus hints at but no definitive answers regarding age-

related changes in ADHD cross-informant discrepancies. 

Low to moderate parent-teacher agreement and potential age differences in informant 

agreement raise the question of how to best analyse data from multiple informants when 

conducting developmental analyses in longitudinal data. While there is a consensus that 

wherever possible, data from multiple informants should be collected, there is less clarity on 

how to treat multi-informant data in quantitative analyses. There are three broad classes of 

approaches that can be considered: using data from a single informant, analysing informant 

data separately, and combining informant ratings. The latter two categories could include a 
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range of approaches. For example, as regards analysing informant data separately, as well as 

the basic option of duplicating analyses for each informant, multi-informant data could be 

analysed separately within the same model.  Fitting a parallel process model with separate 

factors for parent- versus teacher- reports, or identifying classes defined by combinations of 

parent- and teacher- reports in a growth mixture model would be examples of this approach. 

As regards combining informant data, this could include analysing a sum or average of scores 

across the two informants, or it could use a more complex combination method where one 

informant’s rating is weighted more highly for certain symptoms; or where both informants 

must endorse a symptom for it to contribute to a total symptom count (e.g. Kennerly et al., 

2016). Other approaches to combining informant data might include fitting a longitudinal 

trifactor or multi-trait multi-method model to disentangle informant-unique and informant-

general perspectives (e.g. Bauer et al., 2013; Litson et al., 2016).   

While each approach has advantages and disadvantages, in the context of 

developmental analyses, a major factor to consider should be the extent of cross-informant 

agreement on developmental trajectories. If parents and teachers report markedly different 

trajectories, it would be difficult to justify approaches that discard data from one informant or 

blur the distinction between the two. Rather, this situation would call for an approach that can 

provide the best insight into informant discrepancies in the context of the developmental 

analysis of interest. While it is clear that parents and teachers show moderate agreement in 

symptoms cross-sectionally, the extent of agreement on the course of symptoms over time is 

not known. In this study we, therefore, sought to determine cross-informant agreement in 

ADHD developmental trajectories as reported by teachers and parents.  

Method 

Participants 
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 Participants were from the Zurich project on social development from childhood to 

adulthood (z-proso; http://www.jacobscenter.uzh.ch/en/research/zproso.html). Sample 

selection involved a stratified random sampling procedure at the level of the school and all 

children who were to enter the first grade in sampled schools were invited to participate via 

their parents. Among the N=1675 target sample, n=1388 provided data for the current study 

which was collected when the children were aged 7, 9 and 11. Comprehensive details of the 

sample, including recruitment and assessment procedures, and attrition are available at the 

study website and in previous publications (e.g. Eisner & Ribeaud, 2007; Eisner, Murray, 

Eisner, Ribeaud, 2018).  

Measures 

 ADHD symptoms were measured using parent- and teacher- versions of the Social 

Behavior Questionnaire (SBQ; Tremblay et al., 1991). This includes four items measuring 

inattention and four measuring hyperactivity/impulsivity. Z-proso used a German translation 

of the SBQ but the original English wordings of the items are provided in Table 1. Reponses 

are provided in a 5-point scale from never to very often. The questionnaires were 

administered in paper and pencil form to the teachers, in German, the official language of the 

study location. In many cases the same teacher completed the questionnaire for a given child 

at the age 7 and age 9 measurement waves. Between age 9 and 11, classes were reshuffled, 

thus a different teacher usually completed the questionnaire at age 11.  The effects of the 

teacher change between ages 9 and 11 on ADHD symptom ratings were examined in a 

previous publication (Murray et al., 2017). The study found that in the context of a growth 

curve model, the addition of residual covariances between teacher reported data at ages 7,  8, 

and 9 substantially improved model fit, suggesting that covariation was greater for data 

provided by the same informant. However, there was no evidence of a qualitative shift in 

ratings corresponding to the teacher change. This suggests that provided residual covariances 

http://www.jacobscenter.uzh.ch/en/research/zproso.html
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between same-informant ratings over time are included, the teacher change is unlikely to 

much affect the analysis of developmental trajectories.  

Items were administered to parents via interview in their home or another location of 

their choosing using a computer-assisted personal interview procedure. Interviews were 

conducted in one of 10 languages, depending on the language of the interviewee. The only 

other difference was that the teachers completed versions that referred to ‘he/she’, whereas 

the interviewers always read out the name of the specific child being referred to. The validity 

and reliability of the SBQ in the current sample has been supported in several previous 

studies which have supported the reliability, developmental invariance, and factorial validity 

of the instrument (e.g. Murray, Eisner & Ribeaud, 2017; Murray, Obsuth, Eisner & Ribeaud, 

2017b).  

Statistical procedure 

 Correlations between parent and teacher ratings of the initial levels and change in 

ADHD over development were estimated using latent growth curve modelling. Inattention 

and hyperactivity/impulsivity were analysed separately to reflect previous evidence that they 

differ in developmental trajectories (e.g. Arnold et al., 2014).  For each dimension, parallel 

process models were fit in which latent growth curves were specified for parent-reported data 

and teacher-reported data. Parent-reported inattention (hyperactivity/impulsivity) and teacher-

reported inattention (hyperactivity/impulsivity) were specified as latent factors. In all cases 

only linear growth was included and parent-reported intercept and linear slope factors were 

allowed to correlate with the teacher-reported intercept and linear slope factors. Time 

intervals were specified as proportional to the differences between the median age of the 

sample at each measurement wave. Scaling and identification were achieved by fixing the 

mean and variance of the time 1 teacher-reported factor at 0 and 1 respectively and fixing the 
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loading and intercept of a reference indicator equal across all latent factors. Residual 

covariances were included between the same items measured over time within informants but 

not across informants. That is, each teacher-reported item at age 7 was covaried with the 

corresponding teacher-reported item at ages 9 and 11 and between ages 9 and 11. The same 

pattern of residual covariances were included for the parent reports.  

A 𝜒2 difference test was used to compare the fit of models in which the intercept 

factor means were allowed to differ versus constrained to equality across informants. An 

analogous test was conducted for slope factor means to test their equality across informants. 

Collectively, this allowed us to test whether parents and teachers differed significantly in 

their ratings of inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity initial status and changes over time. 

All models were estimated in Mplus 7.13 (Muthén & Muthén, 2014) using maximum 

likelihood estimation.  

Results 

 Inattention 

 The parallel process model for inattention showed good fit (CFI=.99, TLI=0.99, 

RMSEA=.028, SRMR=.026). Key parameters are provided in Table 2 and displayed in 

Figure 1. Based on these, correlations between teacher and parent intercept factors was r=.45. 

The correlation between teacher and parent slope factors was r=.47. Teachers tended to report 

initially higher levels of inattention than parents and this difference was statistically 

significant [𝜒2 (1) = 21.81, p<.001].  In addition, while teachers reported that inattention 

symptoms decreased on average across ages 7 to 11, parents reported an increase in 

symptoms on average. This difference in slope was statistically significant [𝜒2 (1) = 30.21, 

p<.001].  

 Hyperactivity/impulsivity 
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 The parallel process model for hyperactivity/impulsivity also showed acceptable fit 

(CFI=.95, TLI=0.94, RMSEA=.056, SRMR=.046). Key parameters are provided in Table 3 

and displayed in Figure 1. The correlation between teacher and parent intercept factors was 

r=.45. The correlation between teacher and parent slope factors was r=.23. Teachers tended 

to report lower initial levels of hyperactivity/impulsivity than parents and this rater difference 

was statistically significant [𝜒2 (1) = 15.67, p<.001].  There was no significant difference in 

average hyperactivity/impulsivity slopes according to parents versus teachers [𝜒2 (1) = 0.339, 

p=.56]. Both suggested no significant linear increase or decrease in hyperactivity/impulsivity 

over the studied period.  

Discussion 

 In the current study, we evaluated levels of disagreement on ADHD developmental 

trajectories across parent and teacher informants.  Cross-informant correlations for initial 

status (intercepts) were r=.45 for both inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity. Cross-

informant correlations for linear slopes were r=.47 for inattention and r=.23 for 

hyperactivity/impulsivity. On average, while teachers reported an increase in inattention 

symptoms over ages 7 to 11, parents reported decreases over the same period. There were no 

significant differences in parent versus teacher reports of hyperactivity/impulsivity changes 

over development. Teachers reported consistently higher levels than parents but both reported 

fairly flat symptom trajectories.  

Our study adds to the substantial pre-existing literature suggesting that parents and 

teachers tend to show considerable disagreement on ADHD symptoms in childhood (e.g. 

Antrop et al., 2002; Murray et al., 2007; Wilcutt et al., 2012; Narad et al., 2015). When 

compared with cross-sectional estimates of parent-teacher agreement, the initial status 

correlations of r=.45 for both inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity are towards the upper 
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end of the inter-rater agreement range reported in previous studies. Given that the SBQ is 

only a very brief measure of ADHD symptoms, with only 4 items each for inattention and 

hyperactivity/impulsivity, these levels of agreement suggest that the items are functioning 

well as a means of measuring a common phenotype across informants. This likely in part 

reflects the use of a latent variable measurement model, which disattenuates correlations for 

unreliability; however, another important contributing factor may be the generality of items. 

None of the SBQ ADHD items refer to any specific context (e.g. the classroom) or specific 

activities (e.g. schoolwork). There are thus arguably no items where only one of the 

informants would have sufficient opportunity to observe the behaviour. While ‘context-free’ 

items may – on the face of it -  be advantageous in promoting stronger cross-informant 

agreement, the omission of context-specific items risks missing important context-specific 

behaviours and meaningful differences across contexts (e.g.  De Los Reyes, 2011). Moreover, 

given that exhibiting ADHD across multiple contexts may itself be a marker of severity (e.g. 

De Los Reyes et al., 2009) we would argue that ADHD measures used in research contexts 

should measure behaviour across multiple contexts, as well as including context-free items.  

The moderate correlations of initial levels occurred in the context of significant mean-

level differences between informants on initial status. Previous research has generally found 

that parents report higher levels of ADHD symptoms (e.g. Antrop et al., 2002; Hart et 

al.,1995; Kennerley et al., 2016; Murray et al., 2007; Narad et al., 2015; Yeguez & Sibley, 

2016), although there have also been some cases where teachers have reported higher levels 

(e.g. Jester et al., 2005). In the current study, we found that the direction of the difference in 

initial status ratings depended on the dimension, with teachers reporting higher initial levels 

of inattention but parents reporting higher initial levels of hyperactivity/impulsivity. 

Inattention symptoms may be more apparent for teachers who regularly observe children 

engaged in tasks that tap sustained attention.  On the other hand, hyperactive/impulsive 
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behaviours may be expressed to a greater extent in the home environment, which is generally 

less structured, may involve more idle time, and which may thus be more evocative of 

hyperactivity/impulsivity.  Such behaviours may also be considered less context-

inappropriate in the home, leading to an environment that is more permissive of 

hyperactivity/impulsivity. The higher levels hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms observed in 

the home, however, seem to contradict the sometimes-voiced argument that the school 

environment may be more challenging for children with high levels of ADHD symptoms and 

hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms easier to detect because tasks demands are higher and 

behavioural expectations stricter (e.g. Hartman et al., 2007; Jester et al., 2005). A previous 

study in the current sample may help resolve this paradox (Murray, Ribeaud & Eisner, 2018). 

Using a growth mixture analysis approach, the study found that parent reports of 

hyperactivity/impulsivity were higher for children with generally low symptom levels but 

teacher reports were higher for children with elevated symptoms. As the current sample is a 

normative sample, in the aggregate the pattern in the children with lower levels of symptoms 

dominates the pattern in the children with higher levels of symptoms.  

The opposing results for inattention versus hyperactivity/impulsivity suggest that it 

would generally be advisable to distinguish between these dimensions when assessing cross-

informant differences. Indeed, previous research has indicated that parents and teachers 

disagree not only on overall levels but also patterns of symptoms. Specifically, parents are 

more likely to provide ratings that suggest that their child shows problems across both 

inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity, whereas teachers are more likely to report 

significant problems in one domain only (e.g. Kennerley et al., 2016; Sollie et al., 2013; 

Youngstrom et al., 2000). However, our results also show that mean differences in informant 

ratings can also depend on developmental stage with systematic differences in reported levels 
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of inattention largely disappearing by age 11 but for hyperactivity/impulsivity remaining 

approximately the same.  

Our study also provides estimates of cross-informant agreement on the linear change 

in symptoms over ages 7, 9 and 11. The cross-informant correlation for inattention slope was 

r=.47 but for hyperactivity/impulsivity it was only .23. These are in the range of cross-

informant agreements generally observed in cross-sectional data (e.g. Narad et al., 2015). 

They, however, contradict the idea that agreement in hyperactivity/impulsivity would 

generally be greater than for inattention because the former is more overt and thus 

presumably easier to rate (e.g., Kennerley et al., 2016). As there was no evidence that 

children showed any less variation in hyperactivity/impulsivity slopes than inattention slopes, 

the explanation must lie elsewhere. It may be due to the fact that children changed teachers 

and were newly mixed into classrooms between age 9 and 11. It is possible that that 

hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms in the school context are more sensitive to changes in the 

classroom environment. It is known, for example, that classroom factors such as amount of 

structure, idle time, and stimulation can affect levels of disruptive behaviours in the short 

term (e.g. Imeraj et al., 2016).  A reshuffling of teachers and classes could mean that there 

was less agreement on hyperactivity/impulsivity slopes than on inattention slopes; on the 

assumption of the former being more responsive to changes in teachers and classroom 

environment than the latter.  This explanation will require further investigation, through, for 

example, examination of school and home predictors of change in inattention versus 

hyperactivity symptoms in the home versus school context. Replication in samples where 

there were different patterns of teacher change would also help provide a test of this 

explanation.  

Although the cross-informant correlations for inattention intercepts and slopes were in 

the moderate range, parents and teachers suggested average change in opposite directions for  
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inattention, the former reporting increases and the latter  reporting decreases. The difference 

in slopes for hyperactivity/impulsivity was not significant.  Past research has suggested that 

there is considerable heterogeneity in ADHD symptom trajectories (e.g. Pingault et al., 

2011). However, most studies find that in the aggregate, inattention levels generally remain 

quite stable while hyperactivity/impulsivity levels tend to decline over the course of 

development, (e.g. Hart et al., 1995; Lahey et al., 2005).  In this respect, the relatively 

shallow slopes for inattention reported by both teachers and parents (reported levels moving 

around 0.5 standard deviations over four years) are within the expected range of 

developmental trajectories. The non-significant hyperactivity/impulsivity slopes are more 

difficult to map to previous findings. However, they are potentially consistent with concerns 

that have been raised over the declining applicability of hyperactivity/impulsivity symptom 

markers over the course of development. Many previous studies have utilised measures based 

on DSM-IV criteria which refer to symptoms that have an obvious applicability in early 

childhood (e.g. ‘difficulty playing quietly’, ‘difficulty remaining seated’) but which may not 

adequately capture hyperactivity/impulsivity in late childhood and adolescence. As such, the 

declines reported in previous studies may partly reflect declining sensitivity to manifestations 

of hyperactivity/impulsivity with developmental stage (Faraone, Biederman & Mick, 2006). 

In using a non-DSM based set of items that has been examined for developmental 

appropriateness at each measurement wave, our measures may have avoided this issue.  

It is not clear why parent- and teacher- reports suggested increases versus decreases in 

inattention respectively. It may reflect the fact that teachers observe and attend primarily to 

performance on academic tasks. Inattention may decrease over time with increasing mastery 

of these tasks. In the home environment, however, parents could observe apparent increases 

in inattention as environmental demands become more complex with age and executive 

functions are increasingly taxed. To evaluate these speculative interpretations, qualitative 
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interviews with parents and teachers could be conducted to explore the behaviours and 

tasks/activities/contexts feeding into informant ratings for children of different developmental 

stages. Another potential contributing factor could be if a proportion of children with elevated 

symptoms initiated medication for these symptoms during the time period studied. 

Medications may be more effective during the school day or not taken at home and during 

school breaks. This could lead to an improvement in symptoms specific to the school context. 

However, our self-report data indicate that less than 5% of children were medicated for 

ADHD, therefore, this could only be part of the picture. 

 In terms of methodological implications, the modest level of correlation between 

intercept and slope factors across raters and the average differences across informants imply 

that parent- and teacher- reported ADHD data should generally be analysed separately. A 

potentially useful approach is to use a method similar to the parallel process model utilised in 

the current study. In a growth mixture modelling context, classes could be defined by 

combinations of parent- and teacher- reports. Alternatively, two latent categorical variables: 

one for each informant could be modelled and their relation evaluated. These kinds of 

approaches acknowledge that parents and teachers partly agree and partly disagree and 

provide information on the extent and nature of the (dis)agreements. They also allow cross-

situationality to be captured, which is important, given that showing symptoms across 

multiple domains is considered a marker of severity over and above symptom counts (e.g. 

APA, 2013). These models could also be extended to, for example, compare predictors of 

teacher-reported versus parent-reported slopes. Increases in symptoms in one setting but 

decreases in another may, for example, be an indicator of a context-specific issue related to, 

for example, the onset of bullying in the school context or a breakdown of parental 

relationships in the home context.  Finally, future studies could also explore the utility of 

analysing individual-level discrepancies in linear slopes. One predictor of particular interest 
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here may be gender. ADHD has traditionally been conceptualised as a male-typical disorder 

and is associated with less disruptive behaviour when it occurs in females (e.g. Gershon & 

Gershon, 2002). Teacher-parent agreement could thus be weaker for females in whom 

symptom manifestations are less well-understood and potentially more subtle. However, 

females may also show a later onset of symptoms (e.g. Murray, Booth, Eisner, Auyeung, 

Murray & Ribeaud, 2018), suggesting potential age-by-gender interactions in informant 

differences and agreement. Consistent with this idea, Van Der Ende & Verhulst (2005) found 

that the correlation between teacher and parent reports of attention problems was stronger for 

males in early adolescence but stronger for females in late adolescence in a normative sample 

of Dutch adolescents. Further research in longitudinal data, particularly that which begins in 

early childhood, will be required to evaluate whether this pattern generalises.  

 The level of disagreement between parents and teachers on ADHD symptom 

trajectories also suggests that developmental studies should not rely on a single informant. 

The idea of using the data from a single informant is attractive in the practical advantages that 

it offers. As well as representing a simple non-technical solution, it means that each 

developmental analysis does not have to be replicated for both teacher and parent data. 

However, when parents and teachers report such different trajectories as observed in the 

current study, discarding information from one informant will give an incomplete picture of 

developmental trends. There is also no necessary reason to believe that either teacher or 

parent ratings are more suitable as informants; making the choice of which informant to rely 

on difficult. In fact, important advantages and disadvantages have been identified for both. 

(e.g. Eaves et al., 1997; Hartman et al., 2007; Jackson & King, 2004; Loeber et al., 1990).   

It is also worthwhile comparing the correlated factors approach used in this study to 

other proposed latent variable approaches in which item variance is partitioned into that 

which is common to informants and that which is unique to one informant. Bauer et al. 
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(2013), for example, proposed a trifactor model for multi-informant data. In this model, each 

item loads on three factors: a common perspective factor, an informant perspective factor and 

an item specific factor (see Martel et al., 2017 for an application in ADHD). The main 

disadvantage of this approach is that measurement models of this complexity can show 

convergence difficulties (e.g. Maydeu-Olivares & Coffman, 2006) and are likely to be 

difficult to combine with developmental trajectory analyses, especially growth mixture 

models. Two-step approaches whereby factor scores are estimated in a first-step from a tri-

factor model and then analysed in the developmental model in a second step are possible in 

principle. However, whether factor scores with sufficiently high determinacies could be 

obtained for all factors is questionable, especially for the common perspective factor in cases 

of low inter-informant agreement. Thus, the trifactor model may be useful for gaining 

insights into cross-informant agreement and as a measurement model for simple analyses. Its 

utility in more complex analyses may be more limited.  

Finally, it is important to note the limitations of the current study. First, our measure 

of ADHD symptoms was - though psychometrically supported -  brief. Second, we had only 

three time points of common parent- and teacher data and these were restricted to the 

elementary school years. Future studies may be able to establish whether cross-informant 

agreement on development is similar across longer time spans or different developmental 

periods. Past adolescence, for example, self- and peer- ratings are often used and it would be 

valuable to investigate the extent to which these concur with each other and with parent and 

teacher ratings. Beyond elementary school, teacher ratings may become less reliable because 

at this stage teachers spend less concentrated periods of time with any given student. On the 

other hand, peer- and self- ratings may become relatively more reliable. Third, we used a 

normative sample. Both clinical and normative samples are required to provide the full 

picture of phenotypes such as ADHD symptoms that show meaningful variation both above 
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and below clinical thresholds. Normative samples are useful for obtaining evidence on 

ADHD symptom trajectories in the population and avoiding potential ascertainment biases 

and related problems associated with using clinical samples (e.g. Berkson’s bias, range 

restriction). However, replication in clinical samples will be important to establish whether 

clinically diagnosed individuals show similar levels and pattern of informant (dis-)agreement 

in symptom trajectories over time.  

 Conclusions 

 Cross-informant agreements were in the low to moderate range for ratings of ADHD 

symptom developmental trajectories. In the case of inattention, opposite developmental 

trends were suggested by parent- versus teacher- reports. Our results underline the 

importance of incorporating multiple raters in developmental analyses of ADHD symptoms 

and suggest that parent- and teacher- ratings should be analysed separately. Specifically, for 

developmental analyses, we recommend analysing multi-informant data using separate 

factors in, for example, a parallel process model. This approach allows different patterns of 

results to emerge for different informants while also acknowledging the correlation in the 

data they provide. Further, this approach allows for numerous extensions that allow for 

further investigations of the source and implications of differences between informants.  
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Tables 

Table 1: 

ADHD items 

Item 

number 

Domain Item content 

10 Hyperactivity/impulsivity <CHILD> is impulsive, acts without thinking. 

11 Hyperactivity/impulsivity <CHILD> has difficulty awaiting turn in games or 

groups. 

12 Hyperactivity/impulsivity <CHILD> can't sit still, is restless, or hyperactive. 

13 Hyperactivity/impulsivity <CHILD> fidgets. 

14 Inattention <CHILD> cannot settle to anything for more than 

a few moments. 

15 Inattention <CHILD> is distractible, has trouble sticking to 

any activity. 

16 Inattention <CHILD> can't concentrate, can't pay attention for 

long. 

17 Inattention <CHILD> is inattentive. 
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Table 2: 

Unstandardised parameter estimates for inattention parallel process model 

 Intercept factor 

mean (SE) 

Slope factor mean 

(SE) 

Intercept-slope 

covariance (SE) 

Parent .00 (N/A) .44 (0.13) -0.24 (0.35) 

Teacher .56 (0.15) -.44 (0.14) -1.93 (0.85) 

 

Table 3: 

Unstandardised parameter estimates for hyperactivity/impulsivity parallel process 

model 

 Intercept factor 

mean (SE) 

Slope factor mean 

(SE) 

Intercept-slope 

covariance (SE) 

Parent .00 (N/A) -0.08 (0.22) 0.47 (0.57) 

Teacher -1.55 (0.56) 0.21 (0.46) -5.98 (3.90) 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1: 

Parent- and teacher-reported average trajectories 
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